Abstract: Link prediction (LP) is a fundamental network analysis task. It aims to analyze the existing links and predict the missing or potential relations between users in a social network. It can help users in finding new friends, enhance their loyalties to the web sites and build a healthy social environment. In previous researches, much attention was focused on structure information or node attributes, in order to analyze the global or local properties. Considering the nature of Microblog social network, we proposed a link prediction system combining multiple features from different perspectives, and learn a classifier from these feature subsets to predict the potential links. We train classifiers using SVM, Naï ve Bayes, and Random Forest and Logistic Regression algorithms and evaluate them using the microblog network dataset. The results show that our features perform better than the traditional features, and the combination of multiple features can achieve highest accuracy.
LP problem. J. Kim, et al. [10] make use of cluster information. And F. Tan, et al. [11] reexamine the role of topology feature from the perspective of information theory. These work just consider features from one or two sources. In this paper, we collect information from multiple sources and extract four informative feature subsets (namely, Node feature subset, Topology feature subset, Social feature subset, Voting feature subset) to get more precise and comprehensive results.
Topological features are always some structure similarity indices, which can be categorized into 3 types: local indices, global indices, and quasi-local indices. Much work has been done to find a proper topology similarity index [12] , [13] . However, there does not appear to be one best similarity index that is superior in all settings. LP techniques often focus on these structure similarity indices respectively, but rarely combine these signals. In this paper, we combine these standard measures together as the topology feature subset. The result of the combination is better than that of each single measure.
In addition to structure similarity indices, social relation information can also be used to enhance link prediction, in the case of social networks [2] , [14] , [15] . In micro-blogging application, "following" and "followed" relationships have two opposite directions. Compared with undirected social networks, directed social networks are more informative. So we define some measures for directed microblog network, and also introduce users' category, behavior and content similarity into the final social feature subset.
Due to the sociability property of Microblog network, the neighbors' impacts are also helpful for determination. Z. Huang, et al. [16] use these similarity indices in link prediction to enhance collaborative filtering (CF) and solve the sparsity problem. J. Kim, et al. [10] make use of cluster information. In our paper, we try to use the CF algorithm to collect the voting feature of neighbors to enhance the link prediction result.
Using these features, link problem can be converted into classification problem. There are several works related to our approach. D. Liben, et al. [6] and M. A. Hasan, et al. [3] try to solve LP problem of coauthorship network using supervised learning methods. S. Soundarajan, et al. [17] also use supervised learning methods to predict directionality of links in directed network. H. Rodrigues Sa' and R. Prudencio [18] use supervised learning methods in weighted networks. In our method, after extracting multiple feature subsets, we use some advanced machine learning algorithms to build models predicting the hidden links.
In this paper, we solve the link prediction problem under supervised learning framework. We extract individual features as the node feature and improve traditional structure similarities measures as topology feature. Based on the nature of microblog network, take the relation circle, user category, behaviors and posted messages into account. Furthermore, we consider the neighbors' impacts and calculate it as voting feature. Supervised learning methods (i.e., Naï ve Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regressions and Random Forest algorithms) are applied on combination of these feature subsets (namely, node feature, topology feature, social feature and the voting feature) to find the coefficients, which optimize the proportion of correctly predicted links.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) Link prediction techniques often focus on structure properties (such as Common Neighbors, Jaccard index and many other measures), but rarely combine these signals. We combine basic local structure measures together as a feature subset, rather than use them for make decision independently; 2) In social feature subset, except for the relationship and interaction information, we also refine some structure measures for directed social network and also take the users' category, behavior similarity and the message similarity into account; 3) Besides these common used features, we also collect the neighbor's opinions by calculating the rating score using traditional collaborative filtering method, and make the score as the vote decision of all neighbors;
4) This framework allows combination of multiple features and measurements, and can utilize some advanced machine learning methods to improve final performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will describe our method in detail. In Section 3, experimental evaluation is presented. And the paper is concluded in Section 4. Fig. 1 . The framework of our method.
Our Method
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , given the real microblog network dataset, four informative features (namely, Node features (N), Topology features (T), Social features (S), and Voting features (V)) are extracted to represent each user pair (<user1, user2>). Then we convert link prediction problem to a binary classification problem, using four supervising learning methods (i.e., Naï ve Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regressions and Random Forest algorithms) learn classifiers to identify whether the two users should have a following relationship (predict the likelihood of a link existence in the social graph).
Data Representation
In a normal social network, the link is undirected. Let represent an undirected network where is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. In microblog services, participants build own social circles by "following" (subscribing to) other users. Different from some online social networks such as Facebook, the followed user has the option but not the obligation to similarly follow back. In this case, the network is a direct graph, in which the direct edge stands for a following relationship. In this paper, we organize the whole social network as a list of following relationship ,where , is the number of user. Each term comprises a feature vector and a relationship label. The value of label is 1 when following , otherwise is 0. And the feature vector is composed by the four feature subsets.
Feature Extraction
Extracting an appropriate feature set is the most critical part of any machine learning algorithm. Traditional link prediction methods always consider the vertical, link information and the topological features [4] , [6] . In the social network as we study, besides the topological features and the node attributions, the social circle information, the behaviors of users, the contexts users posting and the neighbors' impacts also give clues of whether a link is exist between the two users.
To describe a relationship between two users more comprehensively, we extract individual features as the node feature, and improve traditional structure similarities measures as topology feature. We take the relation circle, user category, behaviors and posted messages into account and propose social feature based on the nature of microblog network. Furthermore, the neighbors' impacts are considered and used as voting feature. In conclusion, we arrange them as four types of feature subsets: Node features (N), Topology features (T), Social features (S), and Voting features (V).
Node Features
There exist individual attributes that can provide helpful clues for link prediction. But with the limitation of privacy, some attributes only pertain to one vertex (user) in the social network; we cannot get the private profile of a user. Thus some aggregation functions need to be used to describe the corresponding vertexes (users) in a user-pair.
We define a user by aggregating the number of his fans, the number of his followed users, the number of his original messages, the number of his forward messages and the number of his reply. These features can reflect the activity of the user, and it provides a depiction of the user's character.
Topology features
We extract topology features for measuring the similarity between vertices (users) based on the assumption that similar vertices (users) are more likely to share same relations (links) [7] . The similarity indices can be classified into three categories: local indices, global indices, and quasi-local indices. Global indices may lead to higher accuracy, but their computation is very time-consuming and usually infeasible for large-scale networks. Local measures are generally faster but provide lower accuracy. Much work has been done to find a good index. However, there does not appear to be one best similarity index that is superior in all settings [19] . Different measures would have various performances depending on the network under analysis. In our paper, we incorporate these basic structure measures together as a feature set, rather than use them for make decision independently.
The basic structural definition for a vertex is its neighborhood, which denotes the friends of x. In microblog networks, we treat the following persons of user x as the friends of . Using these neighborhood definitions, we calculate following 9 basic stand measures based on local information [12] , and combine them together as the topology feature subset for training the best weight vector. Table 1 shows the definitions of these measures [20] . 
Social features
In addition to topological similarity indices, social relation information can also enhance link prediction, in the case of social networks [8] , [21] . For general social network (such as Facebook), it is undirected. Compared with undirected social networks, directed social networks are more informative. In micro-blogging application, "following" and "followed" relationships have two opposite directions, they represent the most important behaviors of users. Let be outgoing neighbors (followees) and be incoming neighbors (fans). Based on the directed microblog network, we define some measures for directed social network.
M. Bilgic etc. [22] propose that object classification can improve the performance of link prediction, so we use the category information, which is obtain from our previous work [23] , to get the category similarity. We also take advance of all kinds of messages (original, reply, topic) and calculate the similarities between them as the content features. Furthermore, users' behaviors are also helpful to identity the user pair (<user1, user2>) relationship.
In this feature set, six feature subsets can be considered to describe a user pair from social relation perspective: neighbor overlap, indirect neighbor overlap rates, same category rate, indirect same category rates, behavior overlap rates and content similarity. 
Neighbor overlap rate
Neighbor overlap rates consist of four parts: followee overlap rate, fans overlap rate, and mutual follow rate of and mutual follow rate of . Fig. 2 shows the direct neighbor relationships.
 The overlap rate of u1's followees and u2's followees: SameFolloweeRate =  The overlap rate of u1's fans and u2's fans: SameFanRate =  The overlap rate of u1's followees and u1's fans: MutualFollowRate (u1) =  The overlap rate of u2's followees and u2's fans: MutualFollowRate (u2) =
Indirect neighbor overlap rate
Indirect neighbor overlap rate is used to describe the indirect connection relationship between two users. Different from neighbor overlap rates, indirect user overlap rate is about bidirectional relationship. Fig. 3 shows the direct neighbor relationships.
 How many u1's followees in u2's fans：  How many u1's fans in u2's followees：  How many u2's followees in u1's fans：  How many u2's fans in u1's followees：
Same category rate
Some research has been focused on combing object classification and link prediction [22] . Object classification is not provided with all the links relevant to correct classification and link prediction is not provided all the labels needed for accurate link prediction. Thus, M. Bilgic and his coworkers interleave object classification and link prediction in a collective algorithm.
Users in the same category are likely having a relationship. This feature describes whether two users in a user pair is the same occupation class (such as IT, Sports, entertainment, etc.), which is obtained from [23] . If the two users belong to the same category, this feature value is set to "1", otherwise, it is "0".
Indirectly same category rate
Two users following the users with same category always have similar interests. Indirect same category rate is used to describe the indirect category relationship between two users. Table 2 shows how to get indirectly same category rate in four aspects. Let , denoting all the categories of users, be the category of u, be the number of u's followees of category.
Behavior overlap rate
Micro-blogging platform also employs other social-networking models called "replying", "forwarding" and "mentioned" (@), they also represent microblog user behaviors. Accordingly, this feature set includes three behavior overlap rate: the "relaying" overlap rate, "forwarding" overlap rate and "@" overlap rate. Let be the users who u replying, be the users who forwarding, be the users who mentioning Table 3 shows the behavior overlap rates. 
Content similarity
Content features represent the similarities of the interested contents of two users. We obtain them by calculating the similarities between the original messages, reply/forward contents and topic contents of the two users. Fig. 4 shows how to get user-user pair social content features. The left column shows content features of u1 and right column is those of u2. Lines in the middle connecting texts between u1 and u2 represent the similarity relationships between the two texts. We use text similarity algorithm to calculate the similarities between each pair of contents to get the nine social content features.
Voting features
In a social network (e.g., Microblog), besides some individual interests and attributes, users are always impacted by other users, especially their neighbors (the ones have some relations with them). In the link
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prediction problem, we can make user of this character, extracting the neighbors' decisions to get better performances in the final result. Collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm in recommendation filed is a well-studied and efficient algorithm. We use the user-based CF algorithm to collect the votes of the neighbors and predict the final score (the probability of user1 following user2). Fig. 5 shows two processes of collaborative filtering algorithm: rating score predicting and recommendation. The system records users' rating scores, keeps them in the user-item matrix. Traditional user-item matrix records users' rating scores on items, while in this paper user-item matrix is actually a user-user matrix, where every entry represents the relation of the two users. If and has following relationship, is "1". Conversely, the value is "0". CF algorithm predicts the un-rated scores using the rated scores, then recommends the ones with high score to users. In this paper, we only consider the rating score predicting process. We use the predicted rating score as the voting feature.
Experiments and Results

Data Set
All the data in this paper is crawled from Sina microblog, including 37660 users, 1959276 users' following relationship and 1,737,329 user messages.
Because our data is static, we do not know which links are the missing or future links. To evaluate our method, the observed/exiting links, E, is randomly divided into two parts: the training set , which is treated as known links, while the test set , which is used for testing. Clearly, . After data preprocessing, we randomly select 500 active users in sport, entertainment, IT, real estate categories respectively. A user pair is regarded as a positive sample when follows , otherwise it is a negative sample. In our comparative study, we generate the data set as following steps:
 Generating all the positive user pairs of each selected user.
 Randomly selecting the same number of negative user pairs of each user.
 Combining positive and negative samples.
 Randomly selecting 100,000 samples.
Experiment Measurements
Precision, recall and f-measure, are the most popular criteria used in classification. In this paper, we solve link prediction problem under supervised learning framework, using several machine learning algorisms train classifiers to classify linked and un-linked user pairs. So in our study, we just use precision, recall, f-measure of class 1(linked user pair) as the measurements of classifiers' performance.
Experiment Platform
We choose Weka as our experiment platform, which is a widely used data mining and machine-learning tool [24] . As a public platform for data mining, Weka aggregates a mass of machine learning algorithms including data classification, regression, clustering, etc.
We train classifiers using SVM, Naï ve Bayes, Logistic Regression and Random Forest algorithms, with 10-cross validation. All the algorithm parameters are the default ones in Weka platform.
Compare Results of Single Measures and Their Combination
The traditional local structure measures do not appear to be one best similarity index that is superior in all settings [6] . To select a good index for particular network is redundant and dull. In our method, we combine these measures together as a topology feature. Table 4 shows the results of each measure and their combination (topology feature). Based on microblog network, these measures have distinct performances in these four classifiers. Such as LHN-I, it has a bad result (0.134 of F-measure) using Naï ve Bayes (NB), but a good performance (0.856 of F-measure) using Random Forest (RF). Conversely, the combination of them-topology feature (T) always keeps good and steady performances and can far exceed these single measures. Thus, the combination we proposed has indeed improved the performance.
Compare Results of Each Feature Subset
In addition to the typical similarity measures based on the topology structure and the vertex attribution, we propose two feature subsets for microblog real data, which are called social feature subset and voting feature subset. We apply them on link prediction problem of microblog real data respectively and then combine them together. From Fig. 6 , voting feature has the best and steadiest performance, with the highest average f-measure value (0.917), followed by topology feature subset (0.86 of f-measure value). Node feature subset has the relative lower f-measure value, but the highest precision in all the four classifiers. The detailed results can be seen in Table 5 .
Topology feature subset and social feature subset are composed by heterogeneous features, they have better results under Random Forest classifier, but a relatively poor performances under other three classifiers. Because random forest is good at the heterogeneous feature issues [25] . The strengths of the random forest method include feature selection and consideration of many feature subsets (instead of focusing on just a few features that best separate the training data). 
Compare Results of Combined Feature
We apply topology feature subset and node feature subset respectively on these four classifiers, and then combine social feature subset and voting feature subset sequentially. We can see from Table 6 , social feature subset and voting feature subset can enhance both the performances of topology and node feature in all the four classifiers, especially voting feature, which raise the node feature result from 0.487 to 0.927, using Naï ve Bayes algorithm. And the combination of four subsets can have the best results. So we can conclude that the features we proposed can improve the performance of link prediction. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we extract several informative and effect feature subsets (i.e., Node feature subset, Topology feature subset, Social feature subset and Voting feature subset) from microblog network, then solve the link prediction problem using supervised learning methods (i.e., Naï ve Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regressions, Random Forest). Results show that the topology feature subset is superior to all single similarity indexes. And the social feature subset and voting feature subset we proposed could largely enhance the results of topology and node feature subsets. Finally, the combination of these feature subsets reaches the best and most steady results in all the four classifiers.
